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Watch Documentaries on "British Pathé TV"

Award-winning streaming service of full-

length docs for the likes of history buffs,

royal watchers, cinema aficionados &

train enthusiasts. Visit britishpathe.tv
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British Pathé now represents the

Reuters historical collection, which

includes more than 136,000 items from

1910 to 1984. Start exploring!
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Malaya: Tanjong Malim 1952

Malaya - 20,000 Flee Flooded

Homes

Widespread damage is caused by

excessive monsoon rains in

Malaya.

Japanese Rice For Malaya

Footage of rice on its way to

Malaya.

British Soldiers In Malayan

Jungle

British soldiers fighting and in army

camps in Malaysian jungle.

This video has no sound

Comments (0)

We always welcome comments and more information about our films. 

All posts are reactively checked. Libellous and abusive comments are forbidden.

Add your comment

Please Register or Log in to add a comment.

Item showing precautions against terrorism in Tanjong Malim district of Malaya.Short Summary

Unissued / Unused material. 

Precautions against terrorism in Tanjong Malim district of Malaya.  

MS road sign - 'Tanjong Malim, You Are Now in Perak'. MS barbed wire barricades.

MS district Home Guard lookout post. MS road barrier checking point. MS troops

checking lorry. MS lifting barrier and allowing a lorry to pass through. MS car at the

checking point, it drives through, troops check… more
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Tanjong Malim  Malaya Malaysia Home Guard troops bicycles ridles rivers

traffic Triumphs motor cars Post Office HiDef
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To commemorate the centenary of the

conflict, we have launched this

definitive collection of WW1 films,

created from our comprehensive war

archive.

The Complete WW1 Collection World War One

WW2: Key Events World War Two

A comprehensive collection selected by

British Pathé of the key events that

took place in World War Two.

Elizabeth: A Life in Pictures More Galleries

A hand-picked selection of 93 still

images from the Queen's 93 years and

her record-breaking reign.

Mirror to the Soul - A Two-Hour Documentary

"A fascinating overview of how the

Caribbean was presented to the British

public" - Metro. Watch now on

britishpathe.tv

Pathé's Hollywood Hunks More Galleries

Forget about the Brad Pitts and

Leonardo DiCaprios of today. Take a

look at the original Hollywood hunks!

10 Amazing Transport Inventions More Galleries

Private UFOs, flying bicycles,

motorised wheels - the archive is awash

with fabulous films of creative

inventions.

10 Tragedies Caught on Film More Galleries

British Pathé captured many

extraordinary and tragic events over its

80 year history.

British Passions on Film 3 episodes

A lovely series first shown on BBC 4

that depicts the hobbies and leisure

activities of 20th-century Britons.

..........................................................

......

Watch now on britishpathe.tv
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